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Pennsylvania Salutes

Charles R. Scott

by Ed Epstein

It was about 5 p.m. on a cold, gloomy afternoon late in the soccer season last autumn. Charlie Scott, the University of Pennsylvania goalie, entered the stadium at the Fairmount Park End of Franklin Field and took his place in the goal area in front of 40,000 of the city's brightest lights. The cheers and jeers of the stadium came down to the goalie as 62 teams battled for supremacy in the annual Ivy League soccer championship.

Charlie was named to the all-American team by a vote of the coaches. He was the second recipient of the University of Pennsylvania Alumni Soccer Club Award, following his predecessor, the first. This honor, instituted in 1947 in honor of the late Captain Charlie Scott, was given for outstanding achievement in soccer by a University of Pennsylvania soccer player.

Charlie is Philadelphia born and bred. As a student at Lower Merion High School, he became a star forward and was named to the all-State and Philadelphia All-Star teams. He was also a member of the University of Pennsylvania's first Ivy League soccer champions in 1946.

When asked about his first love, Charlie replied, "There is no question that my greatest love in life has been teaching and coaching." He began his teaching career at the University of Pennsylvania in 1947, and has been at the University ever since. He holds a B.S. degree in education and a M.A. degree in administration.

Charlie's love for the sport of soccer began at an early age. He played on the Lower Merion High School soccer team and went on to become a star at the University of Pennsylvania, where he played four years. He was named to the all-American team by the coaches and was the recipient of the University of Pennsylvania Alumni Soccer Club Award in 1946.

Charlie is the son of the late Captain Charlie Scott, who was also a member of the University of Pennsylvania soccer team in 1946. He is the proud father of three children and resides in Philadelphia with his wife, Pearl, and their three children, John, Jane, and Robert.
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Editorial

A Word To The Wise

While we do not presume to dictate to our betters, we would like to say a few words to members of the committee which will recommend a new Provost for the University. We do not think it out of place for a few of the qualifications which we as students feel a man should have to occupy the position of Provost.

First, he should be a scholar. No one can deal with academic problems, which are quite different from ordinary administrative work, unless he has a thorough understanding of his job. The Provost must be capable of dealing with the many administrative problems which arise from time to time, as well as from the many academic problems which come up in the course of the academic year.

He should be a leader. If the Provost is to be effective in his work, he must be able to lead the faculty and the students. This requires not only a thorough understanding of the problems involved, but also the ability to inspire others to work towards the same end.

He should have a sense of humor. A man with a sense of humor is more likely to be able to deal with the people around him in a friendly manner, and thereby to be able to get the things done that need to be done.

He should be a good administrator. No one can be an effective Provost without being able to administer the affairs of the University. This requires not only the ability to make decisions, but also the ability to carry out those decisions.

In short, the Provost must be a man who has a thorough understanding of his job, who is able to lead, who has a sense of humor, and who is a good administrator. If he possesses these qualities, he will be able to make a valuable contribution to the University.
Sphinx Trounces Friars In Annual Grid Contest

The Sphinx rolled to an impressive 26-0 victory over the Friars, Sunday on the snow and mud covered Big Quad in the annual senior society football game.

With tiny faceness timing two touchdowns passes to C. T. Alexander and with Charlie Anderson and Bud Weidtmann timing scoring attempts in Jim Coyne the men of Sphinx completely domin-
ated the two-hour contest.

Not only did the Friars cross midfield and they were forced to punt on each of the three tries, while the Sphinx returned to kick only following their touchdowns.

Picking without the services of injured, Phil Shaheen and Jim Shaheen who are out for the season, the Sphinx nevertheless managed to completely outclass and outman the opposition, but "sprited" Friars Captain Alexander commenting on the game said:

"We were naturally pleased with the victory but I feel that the weather conditions hampered our play. The Thermometer puts in the north football team with a much higher score."

"I don't think that will be the case in their inglorious defeat, but immediately began trying for the full senior society basketball contest."

Scott, Football Soccer Played Thanksgiving

Heavy snow Saturday forced the postponement of both the Penn-Cornell soccer team will be played Thursday. The Penn-Cornell contest against Cornell at Haver-

Harvard Invades Franklin Field for the Thanksgiving. The first game for the

Sturgis and Franny Mulroy, and juniors Don Mershon and Lou

The past four Franklin Field games have been sheer misery for the Penn eleven, but our last game against the Big Red was quite a pastime. The team really invades in force on Thursday as the Big R

tin season from

Our last chance to ki

1. Why do more college men and women smoke VICEROYS than any other filter cigarette? BECAUSE VICEROY GIVES YOU A PURE, NON-MINERAL, NON-TOXIC FILTER WITH 20,000 FILTER TRAPS IN EVERY FILTER TIP!

2. Besides being non-mineral and non-toxic, this cellulose-acetate filter never sheds or crumbles.

3. The Viceroys filter wasn't just whipped up and rushed to market to meet the new and skyrocketing demand for filtered cigarettes. Viceroys pioneered, started research more than 20 years ago to create the pure and perfect filter.

4. Smokers en masse report that filtered Viceroys have a finer flavor even than cigarettes without filters.


That's why more college men and women smoke VICEROYS than any other filter cigarette...that's why VICEROY is the largest-selling filter cigarette in the world!
Comedy, Barefoot Coeds
Dance With Pure Emotion

by R. Davoff

Comedy, barefoot coeds, members of the University Dance group, exhibited the qualities of the modern dance at the Foreign Student’s Tea in Bennett Lounge yesterday afternoon. Upwards of seventy watched the program of the dance em- 

bodying a purely emotional, slower, almost braking away from the crowd rhythm of the ballet. It is distin-

guished from the ballet in that the modern dancer has the liberty to imprint ideas in ac-

cordance with the urgency of the particular dance, stated Mrs. Malvena Tals, narrator of the program. She further stated that the modern dance is charac-

terized by pure emotions arising from within.

NEW VAN HEUSEN® Vanahue shirts
...in new t. v. Spectacolors

Here is a new group of shirt colors especially designed to complement today’s smart charcoal tone suits. They’re subtle yet rich enough to add snap to your suit and your complexion. Available in solid colors or with Vanagrams, Van Heusen’s distinctive new monogram-like design on the shirts, $3.95, the Shirt-Mate Ties, at $1.50, and the handkerchiefs at 50c. Spectacular shirts at small-screen prices.

When the moon’s shining bright...
The party’s just right... To top off the night—have a CAMEL!

—Man, that’s pure pleasure!

It’s a psychological fact: Pleasure helps your disposition. If you’re a smoker, remember—more people get more pure pleasure from Camel than from any other cigarette!

No other cigarette is so rich-tasting, yet so mild!